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Abstract We have used a suite of remotely sensed data,
numerical lava flow modeling, and field observations to
determine quantitative characteristics of the 1995 Fer
nandina and 1998 Cerro Azul eruptions in the western
Gahipagos Islands. Flank lava flow areas, volumes,
instantaneous effusion rates, and average effusion rates
were all determined for these two eruptions, for which
only limited syn-eruptive field observations are available.
Using data from SPOT, TOPSAR, ERS-1, and ERS-2, we
determined that the 1995 Fernandina flow covers a
subaerial area of 6.5x106 m2 and has a subaerial dense
rock equivalent (ORE) volume of 42x106 m3• Field
observations, ATSR satellite data, and the FLOWGO
numerical model allow us to determine that the effusion
rate declined exponentially from a high of -60-200 m3 S-1
during the first few hours to <5 m3 S-1 prior to ceasing
after 73 days, with a mean effusion rate of 4-16 m3 S-I.
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Integrating the ATSR-derived, exponentially declining
effusion rate over the eruption duration produces a total
(subaerial + submarine) ORE volume of between 27 and
1OOx 106 m3, the range in values being due to differing
assumptions about heat loss characteristics; only values in
the higher part of this range are consistent with the
independently derived subaerial volume. Using SPOT,
TOPSAR, ERS-1, and ERS-2 data, we determine that the
1998 Cerro Azul flow is 16 km long, covers 16 km2

, and
has a ORE volume of 54x106 m3

. FLOWGO produces at
vent velocity and effusion rate values of 11 m S-1 and
-600 m3 S-I, respectively. The velocity value agrees well
with the 12 m s-1 estimated in the field. The mean
effusion rate (total ORE volume/duration) was 7-47 m3

S-I. Oike dimensions, fissure lengths, and pressure gradi
ents along the conduit based on magma chamber depth
estimates of 3-5 km produce mean effusion rates for the
two eruptions that range over nearly four orders of
magnitude, the range being due to uncertainty in the
magma viscosity, dike dimensions, and pressure gradient
between magma chamber and vent. Although somewhat
consistent with mean effusion rates from other tech
niques, their wide range makes them less useful. The
exponentially declining effusion rates during both erup
tions are consistent with release of elastic strain being the
driving mechanism of the eruptions. Our results provide
independent input parameters for previously published
theoretical relationships between magma chamber pres
surization and eruption rates that constrain chamber
volumes and increases in volume prior to eruption, as
well as time constants of exponential decay during the
eruption. The results and theoretical relationships com
bine to indicate that at both volcanoes probably 25-30%
of the volumetric increase in the magma chamber erupted
as lava onto the surface. In both eruptions the lava flow
volumes are less than 1% of the magma chamber volume.

Keywords Effusion rate . Galapagos . Magma chamber·
Numerical modeling· Remote sensing
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Introduction

Reliable measurements of lava flow volume and effusion
rate are important for analyzing effusive activity at a
volcano. For example, volumetric data for individual
flows contribute to cumulative volumetric time series
(e.g., Lipman 1995; Rowland 1996), and changes in the
rate of lava accumulation indicate variations in eruptive
behavior (Wadge 1977; Crisp 1984; Holcomb 1987;
Moore and Mark 1992; Dvorak and Dzurisin 1993).
Similarly, variations in effusion rate during an effusive
event provide insights into processes occurring within the
shallow plumbing system (e.g., Wadge 1977, 1981;
Rowland and Walker 1990; Dvorak and Dzurisin 1993),
as well as the likely hazard to down-flow communities
(e.g., Barberi et al. 1993; Kauahikaua et al. 1995; Trusdell
1995). For most eruptions on most volcanoes only the
mean effusion rate, attained from the total flow volume
divided by the eruption duration, is available. However,
because effusion rates often vary significantly during an
eruption, for example due to elastic strain release in the
magma chamber (Wadge 1981), instantaneous effusion
rates determined at more than one time during an eruption
are more useful. It is notoriously difficult, however, to
determine instantaneous effusion rates in the field (see
review by Pinkerton 1993), and indeed only one field
estimate was made for each of the two eruptions
considered here. Another useful quantity is the peak
effusion rate that is commonly achieved during the initial
hours or days of an eruption.

Recent advances in remote sensing allow flow area,
flow volume, plus mean and instantaneous effusion rates
to be measured from space. For example (Rowland et al.
1999; Stevens et al. 1999), flow volumes can be
determined by comparing pre- and post-eruption digital
elevation models (DEMs) such as those derived from

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar data (InSAR;
Zebker and Goldstein 1986). We also have the ability to
detect changes in flow area during an eruption by
mapping out regions where the surface has changed to
the extent that two radar images decorrelate (e.g., if a new
flow is emplaced; Zebker et al. 1996). Instantaneous
effusion rates can be obtained from thermal infrared
satellite images using a thermal budget model (e.g., Harris
et al. 1997, 1998). An advantage of this technique is the
relatively high temporal resolution of some of the
satellites that carry thermal infrared imagers. Such
temporal resolutions range from 16 days for the Landsat
sensor to -6 h for the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) to 15 min for the Global Obser
vational Earth Satellite (GOES; Harris et al. 2001, 2002a,
2002b).

A numerical thermo-rheological model, FLOWGO
(Harris and Rowland 2001), allows us to input at-vent
effusion rates and compare the modeled flow lengths and
velocities with mapped and observed flow lengths and
velocities. FLOWGO provides an additional constraint on
the eruption parameters during the event.

We used the satellite- and model-derived effusion rates
to quantify the 25 January-8 April 1995 eruption of
Fernandina and the 15 September-21 October 1998
eruption of Cerro Azul, both of which are in the W.
Galapagos Islands (Fig. 1). Both eruptions have already
been the topic of remote sensing studies that use single
data sets (Wooster and Rothery 1997; Jonsson et al. 1999;
Amelung et al. 2000; Mouginis-Mark et al. 2000). We
combine those observations, collected by GOES, plus the
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and Along Track
Scanning Radiometer (ATSR; Mutlow et al. 1999) aboard
the European Remote Sensing Satellites (ERS-l and -2),
with InSAR from the airborne TOPSAR as well as
FLOWGO and other modeling results. These data allow
us to derive lava flow volumes, volumetric eruption rates,

Fig. 1 Location map of the
Gahipagos Islands (adapted
from a map published by Li
breria Internacional, Quito,
Ecuador). The subaerial contour
interval is 200 m, and the con
tours for Fernandina and Isabela
Islands are from TOPSAR.
Bathymetric contours (general
ized) are at 100 m and then in
multiples of 1,000 m. PV indi
cates Puerto Villamil, the only
established human habitation on
either Isabela or Fernandina
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Fig. 2 Shaded relief images
showing the locations of the A
1995 Fernandina and B 1998
Cerro Azul eruptions. Topo
graphic data are from TOPSAR,
collected in May of 1993. Boxes
in A and B show locations of
subsequent figures. Stars indi
cate approximate locations of
main vents. Boxes in C show
locations of A and B
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and effusion rates for these two recent eruptions that were
otherwise not closely monitored. Elastic release of strain
from a filled magma chamber has been proposed as a
significant driving force for volcanic eruptions (e.g.,
Wadge 1981). In such a case the effusion rate is expected
to show an exponential decline over the duration of the
eruption. Published theoretical relationships relate expo
nentially declining effusion rates to magma chamber
parameters such as volume, volume change, and pressure
(Wadge 1981; McTigue 1987). Because our effusion rate
data were acquired independently of these models we are
in a position to assess the models and use them to

determine the magma chamber properties at Fernandina
and Cerro Azul.

The western Galapagos volcanoes

The Galapagos volcanoes (Fig. 1) are basaltic shields
noted for their relatively unusual morphology (e.g.,
McBirney and Williams 1969; Simkin 1972). Cerro Azul
is the SE-most of six volcanoes comprising Isla Isabela
whereas Fernandina is a single-volcano island (Fig. 1). As
described in Naumann and Geist (2000) and in Rowland
and Garbeil (2000), flow mapping combined with slope
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Fig. 3A-D Color SPOT images
of both eruption sites (see boxes
on Fig. 2A, B for locations). A
Fernandina data collected 6 July
1995 are bands 3 (near-IR), 2
(red visible), and 1 (green vis
ible) projected in red, green,
and blue, respectively. B Cerro
Azul data collected 16 Decem
ber 1998 are bands 1 (green
visible), 4 (near-IR), and 2 (red
visible) projected in red, green,
and blue, respectively. Dashed
red lines in B are locations of
channel and flow width mea
surements presented in Fig. 9A,
and P, M, and D indicate prox
imal, medial, and distal portions
of the flow (see text). C, D
Panchromatic and color SPOT
images showing the Fernandina
caldera before and after the
1995 eruption (25 October 1988
and 6 July 1996, respectively),
produced by draping SPOT data
over the 1993 TOPSAR DEM
and viewed toward the east.
Note that the statement by
Rowland (1996) that no new
flows are visible in the caldera
is in error; 1995 intra-caldera
flows erupted from a vent at the
eastern end of the NW bench
and flowed southward onto the
caldera floor. Other flows on
the NW bench that appear to be
new are 1978 lavas that are
obscured by dust generated
during an avalanche that oc
curred -5 weeks prior to the
1988 image (Chadwick et al.
1991; Rowland and Munro
1992)

data obtained from InSAR-derived DEMs have already
contributed to the study of these morphologies. The W.
Galapagos volcanoes are regularly active, with -60
eruptions reported since the early 1800s (Simkin and
Seibert, 1994). Reynolds et al. (1995) determined that
>40% of Sierra Negra consists of flows 1,000 years old or
younger. Rowland (1996) used multiple remote sensing
data sets to show that on Fernandina 134 lava flows (55%
of the subaerial area) have a young appearance (low
albedo, complete margins). Naumann and Geist (2000)
showed that at least 30% of Cerro Azul's surface is
<1,000 years old.

The two most recent Galapagos eruptions as of this
writing (October 2002; Fig. 2) occurred on the SW flank
of Fernandina from January to April 1995 (GVN 1995a,
1995b, 1995c, 1995d) and on the SE flank of Cerro Azul

from September to October 1998 (GVN 1998a, 1998b).
Both eruptions were accompanied by minor activity in the
summit calderas, but the bulk of the activity occurred on
the mid to lower flanks.

Because the only permanent human habitation in the
W. Galapagos is the small town of Villamil on the south
coast of Isabela (Fig. 1), it is almost certain that eruptions
have gone unnoticed since humans arrived in the
archipelago in the mid-1500s. In fact, the earliest reported
eruption is in 1813 (Simkin and Seibert 1994), almost
300 years after that first arrival. Although the human
population has grown to the point that it is now unlikely
that this can happen anymore, access to eruption sites is
still difficult. Thus remote sensing data are a useful
resource that can be added to ground-based observations,
providing supplementary quantitative data and an excel-
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Table 1 The 1995 Fernandina eruption

Date, time
(all are 1995)

1/25, evening

1/27,09:00

1/27, night
2/2
2/4,07:45
2/6, morning
2/11, am
2/13

2/15
2/16
2/19
2/21
3/2
3/5
3/6, morning

3/17

4/8

Event or observation

Red light seen by tour boat and fishermen as well as geologists on Sierra Negra, who also report back lit caldera rim
indicating intra-caldera activity
Inland plume and steam Rlume at co~st, lava enterin~ ocean, 400-m-long new scoria cone at vent with fountains
30-50 m high, bulk effusIOn rate estimate 150-90 m sol
Large dammed-up volume of lava enters ocean and produces sudden, strong, littoral explosions
800-m-wide flow front entering ocean with 100-m-wide channel
Steam cloud much lower, water temp. measured as high as 45 °C off ocean entry
Fountains restricted in extent but higher (to -150 m)
Fountains still strong, distal, S part of flow is dark and moving slowly
Channels blocked, many smaller surface flows, plume extending W at 10 s/krn, 1.5 km radius area of discolored
water around ocean entry
Flow activity decreasing at coast, surface activity increasing inland
No flow activity at coast
No steaming at coast, fountaining diminished greatly
Two "rivers" of lava entering ocean, fountaining to 100 m
Lava entering ocean via tubes
Glow observed from -30 km E
Weak steam clouds along coast, water temp locally 45 °C at 50 m from the shore near where lava drips into ocean,
greatest flow -2 km N of Cabo Hammond with 2.5-m-wide channel, blue fume, hissing, and occasional spattering at vent
Three ocean-entry points with flows 0.5-1.5-m-wide spattering at vent to -70 m every few seconds, pool of lava
within cone 30-40 m wide, flows entering upper end of tubes, no incandescence at night, but entry of lava into ocean
continues (lava in tubes?)
Eruption over, total duration =73 days

lent means for monitoring eruptive activity (Harris et al.
2000). In fact, the onset of the 1998 eruption of Cerro
Azul was detected in Hawai'i from GOES images -8.5 h
before ground confirmation (Mouginis-Mark et al. 2000).

The 1995 Fernandina eruption

Fernandina began erupting during the evening of 25
January 1995. A narrative of this eruption can be pieced
together from accounts and information that were at one
time posted on the web site of the Charles Darwin
Foundation, Global Volcanism Network (GVN) reports
for January to May of 1995 (GVN 1995a, 1995b, 1995c,
1995d), and Wooster and Rothery (1997). Field observers
reported glow coming from the caldera, and a new flow is
visible in a SPOT scene collected 6 July 1995 (Fig. 3D).
Also, early in the eruption two vents opened at elevations of
-1,000 and -750 m above sea level, which are at, and just
below, the summit platform/outer flank boundary, respec
tively. These upper flank flows produced negligible
volumes of lava and along with the intra-caldera lava are
not part of the current study. A third vent (star, Fig. 2A)
centered at -230 m a.s.l. produced almost all of the lava of
this eruption. This vent is -4 km from the coastline, which
the flows reached by the morning of 27 January. Channel
ized flows continued to enter the ocean until 8 April, the
final day of the eruption. During the latter stages, parts of
the channels roofed over to form tubes that delivered lava
directly to the ocean. The subaerial portion of the resulting
flow field is roughly triangular with the vent at the uphill
apex and a width along the coast of almost 4 km (Fig. 3A).
Table 1 summarizes events during the eruption.

The 1998 Cerro Azul eruption

The 1998 Cerro Azul eruption began shortly after mid
day local time on 15 September. Narratives of this
eruption are given in GVN (1998a) and Mouginis-Mark et
al. (2000). Preliminary maps of the 1998 caldera and
flank lava flows are presented in Naumann and Geist
(2000). The main flank vent became localized at -640 m
a.s.l., -5.5 km from the eastern caldera rim (star, Fig. 2B).
Activity continued from this vent until 21 October,
generating channel-fed flows that extended about 16 km
from the vent, but which did not reach the ocean. A post
eruption SPOT image (Fig. 3B) allows us to divide the
flow into proximal, medial, and distal sections based on
the plan-view morphology. The proximal section is broad
and diffuse, measuring up to 2.5 km wide and extending
4.5 km from the vent. It is a complex of multiple,
branching 'a'a flow units and numerous kIpuka, most of
which are high-standing pre-existing vents. Three distinct
channelized flows issued out of this diffuse proximal
section, one from the center heads 4 km southeast, one
from the eastern end heads -1 km east, and the third from
the southeast part extends east (over-running the second
branch) then southeast to become the main flow. It is this
third branch that we have in tum subdivided into medial
and distal sections. The medial section is defined by the
presence of a distinct channel and totals almost 11 km in
length. The flow width here varies between 300 and
1,100 m, and the channel width between 80 and 460 m.
The distal section extends only 2 km beyond the end of
the distinct channel and averages -1,300 m in width. The
most distal portion of the flow is a small branch 0.6 km
long and 100-250 m wide. Table 2 contains a summary of
events during the 1998 Cerro Azul eruption, compiled
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Table 2 The 1998 Cerro Azul
eruption

Date, time
(all are 1998)

9/15, 12:29-13:04
9/15, 12:58
9/15, 17:00
9/16, 04:28
9/17,12:30
9/25, 13:30
9128, 18:58

10/5, 12:00
10/11,21:00
10/12, 06:28
10121, 05:28

Event or observation

Eight earthquakes detected
First thermal anomaly in GOES data, eruption onset (in caldera)
First ground reports of eruption
Second thermal anomaly in GOES data, to the SE (on flank)
Flank flow 8 km long, two intra-caldera flows reach edge of intra-caldera lake
Last field confirmation of caldera activity
Last GOES image with thermal anomaly in caldera
Tortoises rescued from path of lava
Last field observation of active flows
Plume extends -30 km from volcano
Last saturated GOES band 2 pixel, eruption over(?) total duration =36 days

from GVN (l998a, 1998b), and Mouginis-Mark et al.
(2000).

Data and methods

A 10-m spatial resolution InSAR DEM that pre-dates both
the Fernandina and Cerro Azul eruptions was collected in
May of 1993 by NASA's airborne TOPSAR instrument
(Zebker et al. 1992; Mouginis-Mark et al. 1996; Rowland
1996). Post-eruption SAR images to which interferomet
ric techniques can be applied were collected after both
eruptions by ERS-1 and ERS-2 radars (25 m spatial
resolution). The InSAR technique works only for sub
aerial surfaces. The entire 1998 Cerro Azul flow is
subaerial, but an unknown amount of lava from the 1995
Fernandina eruption entered the ocean so only the
subaerial flow volume can be assessed with radar data.

GOES data collected during the 1995 Fernandina
eruption were not archived by NOAA, the agency that
runs the satellite, and during the 1998 Cerro Azul eruption
they were not archived in any form other than non
quantitative jpeg images. It is important to point out that
this lack of archiving is the norm; interested users of
GOES data must archive the data themselves if they
intend to use them retrospectively. Unfortunately, ATSR
data during the Cerro Azul eruption are too cloudy to be
of use. Therefore, our only quantitative thermal data are
the ATSR observations of the Fernandina eruption in
1995. Other supporting data include SPOT satellite
images of both volcanoes (pre-eruption panchromatic
and post-eruption color), eruption accounts published in
the GVN newsletter, and discussions with colleagues who
witnessed the eruptions first-hand and kindly shared their
ground and airborne photos and observations.

Geophysical monitoring and measurements

At the time of these eruptions there was essentially no
geophysical monitoring of the W. Galapagos volcanoes.
Prior to the Fernandina eruption, increased seismicity
(including two M5 earthquakes) was reported in the
vicinity of the Galapagos from December 1994 to January
1995 (GVN 1995a). None of this seismicity appears to

have been constrained sufficiently to make any connec
tion to the Fernandina eruption. The eruption itself was
monitored from the ground and offshore only intermit
tently (GVN 1995a, 1995b, 1995c, 1995d). Post-eruption
studies include a map showing the flow location and an
estimated volume (Rowland 1996), an assessment of
satellite-derived active flow areas (Wooster and Rothery
1997), and studies of surface deformation produced by
emplacement of the eruptive dike (Jonsson et al. 1999;
Zebker et al. 2000). No continuous geophysical or
geological monitoring was carried out.

The situation was improved in two ways by the time of
the 1998 Cerro Azul eruption. First, the satellite-based
GOES thermal anomaly monitoring system (Harris et al.
2000) was operational. Second, a seismic network had
been established in the W. Galapagos about a year prior to
the eruption (GVN 1997). Neither system recorded any
precursory activity but both recorded the onset of the
eruption (GVN 1998a; Mouginis-Mark et al. 2000).
Furthermore, Cerro Azul is more accessible than Fernan
dina so the eruption was monitored more closely by
geologists both from the ground and from the air (GVN
1998a, 1998b; Ellisor and Geist 1999). Post-eruption
studies include the GOES analysis (Mouginis-Mark et al.
2000), preliminary assessment of co-eruptive deformation
from interferometric radar (Amelung et al. 2000), and
petrologic studies of the erupted lavas (Ellisor and Geist
1999; Teasdale 2002).

Thus, during neither of these Galapagos eruptions were
systematic detailed geological or geophysical measure
ments collected. Additionally, other than estimates of
volumetric flow rates based on channel observations
(which are difficult even under the best of conditions;
Pinkerton 1993), no syn-eruptive quantitative field mea
surements were made. Our intent here is to add
retrospective quantitative volumetric and thermal data to
the mostly qualitative information regarding these erup
tions in order to constrain the recent eruption behavior of
these volcanoes.



Fig.4A-E Topographic
change images derived by sub
tracting the pre-eruption TOP
SAR OEM from post-eruption
ERS OEMs. The data have been
corrected for noise and tilts by
subtracting 10 and 90 polyno
mial surfaces for Fernandina
and Cerro Azul, respectively
(see text and Fig. 7). Flow
margins are based on SPOT and
radar coherence data. A At
Fernandina the greatest thick
ness of lava was emplaced
along the coastal plain where
pre-existing slopes were mini
mal. Some of the large thick
ness just offshore is due to noise
in the post-eruption OEM.
Roughly circular locations of
large thickness outside the flow
margin are obvious at eleva
tions of roughly 200, 400, and
500 m a.s.1. Three of them
correspond to pre-existing cin
der cones but it is not clear why
they should show such behavior
in the elevation-change data. B
In the Cerro Azul data a wave
like pattern of noise is evident,
with a wavelength of approx.
1.5 km and crests and troughs
running roughly north-south.
Polynomial surfaces up to de
gree 15 were unsuccessful at
removing this noise completely
and it causes some of the
thickness variation along the
flow. C-E Cerro Azul thickness
images showing progressive re
duction of noise with increasing
degree of polynomial surface
used for correction
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Calculating flow field area, thickness, and volume
from SPOT and InSAR data

Flow field area was determined mainly with multispectral
SPOT images that have a spatial resolution of 20 m
(panchromatic SPOT data have 10 m spatial resolution).
SPOT-I, which provided our Fernandina image, has three
multispectral bands (green, red, and near-IR) whereas
SPOT-4, giving our Cerro Azul image, has four (green,
red, near-IR, and SWIR). For the most part these SPOT
scenes (Fig. 3) allowed us to distinguish the 1995 and
1998 flows from underlying young basalts. In places, the
SPOT data did not distinguish the 1995 Fernandina flow
sufficiently from the pre-existing surface and other data
were therefore also used to help determine the flow area
(see below). Comparison with panchromatic SPOT data

collected over both volcanoes in 1988 also helped
determine new flow margins.

It was difficult in places to define the boundary of the
1995 Fernandina flow because even in the multispectral
SPOT image there is little spectral difference between the
new flows and others nearby that are relatively recent
(Fig. 3). It is also difficult to define the flow boundary
using the thickness map (Fig. 4) due to noise that masks
the contrast between changed and unchanged surface
heights (e.g., thin flow margins are below the vertical
resolution of the difference image). In some of these areas
we relied on the degree of phase correlation, or coher
ence, between pre- and post-eruption radar images that we
co-registered to the SPOT data (Fig. 5). Coherence is a
measure of how similar the scattering properties of two
radar image pixels are, and it depends on thermal noise,
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Fig. 5 Radar coherence images for both flows derived by compar
ing pre- and post-eruption radar images, and used to aid in
determining the areas covered by new lava (flow outlines otherwise
drawn mostly from SPOT data. Compare in Figs 3A and A, the
region between the large flow arm near the southeastern end of the
f1owfield. In the SPOT data (Fig. 3A) there is little spectral contrast
between the arm, the intervening ground separating the arm from
the main flow, and the main flow. Indeed, Rowland (1996) mapped
the intervening ground as part of the 1995 flow. In the coherence
image, however (A), it is clear that this intervening ground is highly
correlated; it did not change between 12 September 1992 and 30
September 1997, the dates of the ERS data used to produce this

changes in the position of objects on the surface, and the
relative orientation of the two images. Detailed discus
sions of radar coherence can be found in Rosen et al.
(1996) and Zebker and Villasenor (1992).

image, and, therefore, cannot be 1995 lava. Note that, however,
coherence alone cannot be used to determine the 1995 flow area.
On the northwest margin is an area of low coherence between the
50 and 200 m elevations that extends up to a kilometer NW of the
1995 flow. Some of this low coherence corresponds to the distal
end of the 1995 flow erupted from the 750-m vent, but much of it
includes no new lava (determined by comparing the 1996 and 1988
SPOT scenes; C and D). In addition to new flows, low coherence is
also associated with vegetated areas. This is illustrated in B where
most of the image is vegetated. The 1998 flow cannot be discerned
from the surrounding forest and the only area of high coherence
corresponds to the (mostly unvegetated) 1979 flow

InSAR-derived flow thickness and volume determina
tion required the use of TOPSAR, ERS-I, and ERS-2
data. Two types of InSAR-based topographic change
studies on active volcanoes have been undertaken
recently. The first works when two radar images are



collected, one before and one after a topographic change
event that consists only of vertical and/or horizontal
deformation of the otherwise unchanged surface (e.g., a
shallow dike or sill intrusion). In such a case, the images
~e well correlated, meaning that the processing software
~s able to recognize and then correlate pixels correspond
Ing to the same ground locations in both images. When
t~e two images are compared, the radar signal at each
pixel, therefore, will differ only by a phase shift. This
~hase shift will be due to topography plus any deforma
tIOn th~t has occurred between the time of the two image
collectIOns. A pre-existing digital elevation model (OEM)
allows the topography component to be removed allow
ing the deformation component to be measured 'at each
pixel to sub-centimeter accuracy. This method was
applied recently to the Galapagos by Jonsson et al.
(1999) and Amelung et al. (2000). It requires pre- and
post.-deformation SAR images plus a pre-eruption OEM
(which need not be derived from the InSAR).

Here we used a different technique because when a
new lava flow is emplaced, radar pixels within the flow
area obviously will not have the same surface state in pre
and post-eruption images. Instead these pixels decorre
late, meaning that they differ by more than merely being
out of phase; the technique described above will not work.
As shown in Fig. 5, the region of decorrelation does
provide an indication of the lava flow area (see also
Zebker et al. 1996). In order to determine flow volume
two OEMs are required, one produced before and one
produced after the eruption; topographic change (i.e., lava
flow thickness) is measured by subtracting one OEM
from the other. If derived from InSAR, each of these
OEMs requires two radar images.

The method of producing a OEM by InSAR techniques
is explained in numerous references (e.g., Zebker and
Goldstein 1986; Rowland et al. 1999). We used a
TOP~AR OEM that pre-dates both eruptions and post
eruptIOn OEMs produced from ERS-1 and ERS-2 data.
TOP~AR (Zebker et al. 1992) collected the pre-eruption
data In May 1993. These data have a spatial resolution of
10 m ~n~ a vertica~ accuracy of 1-2 m; field checking
over Similar volcamc sUifaces on confirms this vertical
accuracy (Rowland et al. 1999). Because TOPSAR
c?llects the two radar signals required for interferometry
Simultaneously, there are no problems with temporal
decorrelation in the pre-eruption OEM.

Table 3 InSAR parameters for data used in this study
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Fig. 6 Diagrams illustrating the technique of deriving a polynomial
surface to correct for tllt, offset, and warp noise in DEM-difference
data.. Although ~ur example shows the noise to be in the post
eruptIon DEM, It could be in either the pre-eruption or post
eruptIon DEM, or both

The ERS-1 and 2 satellites have single antennas and,
therefore, can only collect a single image of a particular
location per orbit. This means that the post-1995 Fernan
dina and post-1998 Cerro Azul OEMs each required two
separate images from two different passes. By 1997, when
our post-eruption InSAR data were collected (Table 3),
ERS-2 was operational and flying in tandem mode with
ERS-1 with a temporal separation of only hours.

The pre-eruption TOPSAR OEM was subtracted from
the post-eruption ERS OEMs to give height difference
images in which new lava flows show positive values
(Fig. 4). Ideally, the height difference images should have
values of zero everywhere except where the new flows
were emplaced, but in practice there may be vertical
offsets, tilts, and undulations in the OEMs (Stevens et al.
1999). This was particularly true for the post-eruption
1998 Cerro Azul case because at this time the ERS-1
satellite was reaching the end of its life and was
pr~ducing ~oisy data (Fig. 4B). ERS-1 became complete
ly Inoperative 7 days after the 3 March 2000 image was
acquired.

To obtain accurate volumes this noise must be
ren:oved. We achieved this by deriving a polynomial
defIned. surface (Fig. 6). This surface was generated by
calculatIng coefficients using points in the OEM differ
ence image in an annulus around, but not including, the
new flow. This synthetic surface was next interpolated

Date Radar sensor Track Use

30 May 1993
12 September 1992
30 September 1997
30 September 1997

I October 1997
15 June 1992
5 November 1998
3 March 2000
4 March 2000

TOPSAR
ERS-l
ERS-2
ERS-I
ERS-2
ERS-I
ERS-2
ERS-I
ERS-2

n.a.
412
412
412
412
140
140
61
61

Pre-eruption DEM for both Fernandina and Cerro Azul
Fernandina decorrelation pair (perpendicular baseline =270 m)

Post-1995 Fernandina DEM (perpendicular baseline =230)

Cerro Azul decorrelation pair (perpendicular baseline =109 m)

Post-1998 Cerro Azul DEM (perpendicular baseline =216 m)
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Integration of these adjusted thickness data within the
area of the new flow produces bulk flow volumes, and
these likewise are affected by the polynomial surface used
to correct the DEM difference data (Fig. 7). The majority
of the 1995 and 1998 flows are 'a'a, so we used a 25%
void space correction (Wolfe et al. 1987) to convert bulk
volumes to dense-rock equivalent (DRE) volumes. The
gray bands in Fig. 7 were chosen by eye and represent the
volumes reported in Tables 4 and 5. Mean effusion rate
Emean , as opposed to instantaneous effusion rate (Er; see
below), is derived by dividing DRE volume by eruption
duration.

Calculating instantaneous effusion rates
and flow volume from satellite-derived thermal data

",,80
E

Q)

E 60
::J;g
W
0::
040

20 0
none 4 8 12 16
Polynomial degree of correction surface

Fig. 7 Graphs of DRE flow volume (solid line) and RMS residual
from surface fitting (dashed line) vs. the polynomial degree of the
surface used to correct for noise in the post-eruption DEM. Gray
bars indicate volumes reported in text. The RMS fitting residual is
calculated for a -30 pixel-wide annulus surrounding each flow and
is the root mean square of these pixel values with respect to zero,
based on the assumption that these points should have values of
zero because no topographic change occurred within the annulus. A
For Fernandina a 10 polynomial surface (a sloping plane) increases
the volume from -29 to -42x 106 m3; increasingly complex surfaces
do not produce a consistent increase or decrease in volume. The 10

surface also produces the lowest residual from surface fitting
(-2 m). B For Cerro Azul, where the post-eruption DEM was much
more noisy, a relatively consistent volume was not achieved until
the 9th to II th degree polynomial surfaces were applied, cor
responding to a volume of 54x106 m3 These correspond to the
lowest residual values from surface fitting, also -2 m

across the entire image and then subtracted from the raw
DEM difference image. For the Fernandina and Cerro
Azul data, we produced synthetic surfaces with polyno
mial degrees ranging from 1 to 6 and 1 to 15, respectively.
For each polynomial surface we can calculate a RMS
residual value that is a measure of how well the two
DEMs fit in the annulus surrounding the flow. Figure 7
compares these surface-fitting RMS values with the
polynomial degree of the surface. The lowest surface
fitting residual values are around 2 m and we consider this
to be the vertical uncertainty in the DEM difference data.

As noted above, only the ATSR data (collected during the
Fernandina eruption) allowed us to derive instantaneous
effusion rates. Harris et al. (1997, 1998, 2000) and Wright
et al. (2001) showed that the total heat loss measured from
satellite data can be converted to the instantaneous
effusion rate (Er) at the time the image data were
collected using

(1)

Q/o/ is instantaneous heat loss from the flow (in J S,I
and measured from ATSR data), p and Cp are lava density
and specific heat capacity, 6.T is eruption temperature
minus solidus temperature, CL is latent heat of crystalli
zation, and 6.¢ is the volume percent of crystals that form
while cooling through 6.T. We correct p and Cp to
2,600 kg m-3 and 1,150 J kg-I K I, respectively, due to
20±IO% vesicles (after Gaonac'h et al. 1996; Herd and
Pinkerton 1997), and use a value of 3.5x105 J kg'l for CL.

The changes in volume percent crystals (6.¢), in
temperature (6.7), and in vesicularity (which has an effect
on Cp) are the least constrained parameters in this
treatment. Following Pieri and Baloga (1986) and Harris
et al. (1997, 1998), we bracketed the ATSR-derived
effusion rates and volumes by using ranges of 6.¢ (45
55%), 6.T (150-350 DC), and vesicularity (10-30%). We
also define two end-member cases, a hot model and a cool
model (Table 6). The hot model maximizes heat loss with
high eruption, crack, crust, and base temperatures com
bined with a thin base. Conversely, the cool model
minimizes heat loss and uses a thick base. Note that heat
loss will be inversely correlated with effusion rate and,
therefore, volume; if the lava is giving off more heat (the
hot model), less of it is needed to produce the measured
thermal response in an image pixel. Sensitivity to the
range in input parameters is shown in Table 6. Increasing
vesicularity by 10% causes E,., and in tum calculated
volume, to increase by 18%. Decreasing 6.T from 350 to
150°C causes Epeak and calculated volume to both
increase by 40%. The wide range of uncertainty results in
the range of effusion rates and derived volume estimates
presented below.
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Table 4 Summary of eruption parameters determined for the 1995 Fernandina eruption

Parameter Value Method Notes

Subaerial area
Average subaerial thickness
Max. subaerial thickness
Subaerial DRE volumea

Total DRE volume I
Mean effusion rate I
Total DRE volume II
Early effusion rate

Peak effusion rate I
Mean effusion rate II

6.5x106 m2

8.5±2 m
-25 m
42±lOxl06 m3

27-lOlx106m3

4-16 m3 S-1
9-23x106 m3

68-90 m3 S-I

60-215 m3 S-I
9-10,441 m3 s-I

SPOT and SAR decorrelation
DEM difference
DEM difference
DEM difference
Integration under ATSR effusion rate curve
Integrated ATSR volume divided by 73 days
Sum of volumes derived from heat loss
Field estimate of channel dimensions

FLOWGO
Dike and pressure considerations, Eq. 3

Figs. 3A, 5A
Fig.4A
Fig.4A
Fig.4A
Fig. 8; Eq. 1
Fig. 8; Eq. 1
Eq. 2
Day 2, GVN (l995a);
converted here to DRE
for 7 h into eruption
Viscosity range from 1,000-36 Pa s;
Dp/dz range from 27,000 to
36,000 Pa m-I

a Uncertainty is product of flow area and residual from surface fitting (2 m) corrected to DRE

Table 5 Summary of eruption parameters determined for the 1998 Cerro Azul eruption

Parameter Value Method Notes

Area
Average thickness
Max. thickness
DRE volumea

Mean effusion rate I
Peak effusion rate I
Mean effusion
rate II
l.5-m dike
0.65-1.07-m dike
Mean effusion
rate III

16x106 m2

4.5±2 m
-30 m

54±24x106 m3

17 m 3 S-I
461-753 m3 S-1

0.2-541 m3 S-I
3-1491 m3 S-I

12.8-42.6 m3 S-I
6.7 m3 S-I

47.4 m3 S-I

SPOT and SAR decorrelation
DEM difference
DEM difference
DEM difference
DEM volume divided by duration
FLOWGO
Dike and pressure considerations, Eq. 3

Flow length relationships

Figs. 3B, 5B
Fig.4B
Fig.4B
Fig.4B

For 7 h into eruption
Viscosity range from 1,000-36 Pa s;
Dp/dz range from 27,000 to 36,000 Pa m-I

Eq.4
Eq.5
Eq. 6

a Uncertainty is product of flow area and residual from surface fitting (2 m) corrected to DRE

Table 6 ATSR-derived Volume, E" and Epeak parameters

Input Er best fit R2 Volume from integrating
relationship best-fit curve

(x106 m3)

Er on 8 February 1995
from ATSR and Eq. (1)
(m3 S·I)

Epeak at t= 1 min from
best-fit relationship
(m3 S·I)

94.6
112.1
136.4
157.5
182.0
215.5

13.4
15.9
19.4
22.3
25.9
30.6

Hot model: eruption temperature (Terupt) =1,130 DC, crust temperature (Tc) =400 DC, hot crack temperature (Th ) =1,050 DC,
flow base temperature (Tbase) =900 DC, flow base thickness (hbase) =0.5 m

Vesic =0.1, L1T=350 -5.0ln(t)+22.l" 0.996 27 8.4 58.5
Vesic =0.2, L1T=350 -6.1 In(t)+26.6 0.996 33 10.2 71.0
Vesic =0.3, L1T=350 -7.5ln(t)+32.9 0.996 41 12.6 87.4
Vesic =0.1, L1T=150 -8.4 In(t)+36.6 0.996 46 14.0 97.7
Vesic =0.2, L1T=150 -9.9ln(t)+43.2 0.966 54 16.3 115.2
Vesic =0.3, L1T=150 -11.9 In(t)+51.9 0.996 65 19.9 138.4

Cool model;, eruption temperature (Terupt)=1,100 DC, crust temperature (Tc)=75 DC, hot crack temperature (Th)=950 DC,
flow base temperature (Tbase)=580 DC, flow base thickness (hbase)=3.0 m

Vesic =0.1, L1T=350 -8.lln(t)+35.7 0.996 45
Vesic =0.2, L1T=350 -9.6 In(t)+42.3 0.996 53
Vesic =0.3, L1T=350 -11.7ln(t)+51.3 0.996 64
Vesic =0.1, L1T=150 -13.5ln(t)+59.3 0.996 75
Vesic =0.2, L1T =150 -15.6 In(t)+68.6 0.996 86
Vesic =0.3, L1T=150 -18.5ln(t)+81.0a 0.996 101

a Plotted in Fig. 8
Vesic = vesicularity, L1T = Tempt minus solidus temperature, t = times since eruption onset in days
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Net heat loss is due to the radiative and convective
heat losses from the flow surface and conductive heat loss
through the flow base (Oppenheimer 1991; Harris et al.
1998, 2000). These thermal calculations require knowl
edge of, or assumptions to be made about, the area and
thermal structure of the flow surface. Wooster and
Rothery (1997) assumed that each I-kIn ATSR pixel is
occupied by active lava (with a two component flow
surface composed of crust at 75--400 °C broken by cracks
at 950-1,050 0c) plus the surrounding ground at ambient
temperatures. The crust and crack areas of the active lava
in each pixel are then calculated from the ATSR short
wave infrared (1.6 11m) and thermal infrared (11 11m) data,
respectively. Total flow volume is derived by plotting
effusion rate against time and integrating over the
duration of the eruption. Where necessary this plot is
extrapolated to the onset of the eruption to determine
Epeak (Table 6).

An alternative method was used by Wooster et al.
(1997), based on the idea that while the flow cools from
its eruption temperature (Terupt) to ambient (Tamb ), heat
supplied to the surface from the interior will be balanced
by heat lost by radiation, convection, and conduction.
This total heat-budget method assumes that from thermal
images available at both a sufficient frequency and
duration during an eruption, it is possible to calculate the
total radiative heat (Qrad) given off by all the lava in the
scene cooling from T erupt to Tamb. Conductive (Qcond) and
convective (Qconv) heat losses are modeled and added to
Qrad to give QI1T, the total heat lost from the entire flow in
the image as it cools from Terupt to Tamb' Hence we can
adapt Eq. (1) so that:

V = QI1T/{p[Cp(Terupl - Tamb ) + CL~¢J} (2)

We applied this technique as well, using T erupt of
1,100-1,130 °C (Allan and Simkin 2000) and T amb of
25°C. The total energy budget of the flow was calculated
from the ATSR data combined with the conductive and
convective models, and then used in Eq. (2) to calculate
V, the volume of erupted lava visible to the sensor.

Using FLOWGO to derive flow length, channel width,
and instantaneous effusion rate

We used FLOWGO, a thermo-rheological model (Harris
and Rowland 2001) to derive effusion rates and rheolog
ical parameters. A minimum of two inputs are required by
FLOWGO: (1) the starting channel dimensions (depth and
width), and (2) the ground slope over which the flow
advances. Combined, these produce an at-vent effusion
rate. FLOWGO then follows a lava element down-flow,
calculating heat loss and flow core temperature at each
l-m increment. These quantities are in tum input into
rheological calculations that determine the time required
to flow the next l-m increment, and hence a new flow
velocity. Mass is conserved and channel depth held
constant so this new velocity produces a new channel

width. Additionally, velocity affects flow crust charac
teristics, which in tum, affect heat loss amounts; these, in
addition to rheological and crystal-content values, are
recalculated and used to derive the next set of rheological
parameters, and so on.

Thus, for given at-vent conditions FLOWGO can
determine the cooling-limited channel length, plus the
flow velocity and rheological and crystallinity character
istics of the lava at any point down the channel. For the
two Galapagos eruptions considered here the slope profile
was derived from the pre-eruption TOPSAR OEM.
Similar to the method above, two end members of the
FLOWGO model, termed hot and cool, utilize parameter
end members that respectively maximize and minimize
heat loss down flow. Included in the parameter ranges are
starting eruption temperatures of 1,130 and 1,100 DC,
typical of Galapagos basalts (Allan and Simkin 2000),
and these are used in the hot and cold models, respec
tively.

For the Cerro Azul case, we determined effusion rates
consistent with the observed channel length and width.
We used a field-based estimate of the flow thickness (5 m,
R. Ellisor, personal communication) to approximate
channel depth and set the at-vent channel width equal to
depth (i.e., a square cross section).

For Fernandina, however, the observable flow length
ends at the coastline. Here we applied a different
approach and used FLOWGO to determine an effusion
rate and channel velocity consistent with the observation
that lava was entering the ocean a minimum of 21 h after
the eruption began (Table 1). Field observations of
channel dimensions and an estimate of bulk effusion rate
by J. Stimac (GVN 1995a) helped constrain the modeled
effusion rate.

Mean effusion rate determined by dike dimensions,
magma chamber pressure, and exponential release
of accumulated strain

Mean effusion rate can also be derived from fluid
dynamical considerations of the magma flowing through
the feeder dike from the magma chamber to the vent.
Naumann and Geist (2000) modified the Poiseuille
equation for steady-state flow (mean effusion rate) of
fluid between two plates once an eruptive dike has
opened, to obtain

Emean = w3 l(dP/dz - g Pmagma)/(121Jmagma) (3)

in which dPldz is the pressure gradient, wand l are fissure
width and length, respectively, g is gravity, Pmagma is
magma density, and 1Jmagma is magma viscosity. This
equation considers only the lithostatic pressure compo
nent to magma effusion and, therefore, is applicable once
elastic strain has been released. Note also that Naumann
and Geist (2000) used a value of dPldz based on the
along-strike fissure length. In reality, the pressure drop
occurs from the magma chamber to the surface and we



suggest that it is likely that the fissure length will
underestimate this distance considerably. Therefore, we
used Eq. (3) with a range of dP/dz values.

Mean effusion rate determined
rom flow length measurements

Effusion rate can also be derived from knowledge of lava
properties, flow length, and underlying slope. Pinkerton
and Wilson (1994) show that theoretically

Lnow ~ 0.242 E~~nt a0 64 r O.91 [(Ys/1]) 1/3] 109 (4)

and statistically

L = 1 32 E 047 t071a051r034 (5)now . mean f

Here, Lpow, t, a, d, Ys, 1], and tf are flow length, time
from initiation of the flow, mean slope, mean flow
thickness, lava yield strength, lava viscosity, and duration
of lava supply, and [(Yi1]) 1/3] 109 has a value around 0.063
and 0.136 for the distal and proximal parts of flows,
respectively. Kilburn (2000) links the maximum possible
flow length (Lmax) to lava properties and Emean using

Lmax ~ [3 lOS / g P KJI/2Emean (6)

in which £5 and K are, respectively, energy per unit
volume for the flow front to exceed its yield strength
(2xl04 Pa) and thermal diffusivity (4.2xlO-7 m2 S-I).

These equations can only be applied in the Cerro Azul
case because the Fernandina flow entered the ocean.

Fernandina results

Subaerial flow thickness, area, and volume

The image data (SPOT and SAR decorrelation) yield a
subaerial flow field area for the 1995 Fernandina eruption
of 6.5xl06 m2. The average subaerial thickness is 8.5 m,
and the maximum, occurring near the coast, is -25 m.
Integrating the difference between pre- and post-eruption
InSAR DEMs produces a DRE subaerial flow volume of
42±lOx106 m3. It is meaningless to produce an average
effusion rate by dividing this subaerial volume by the
eruption duration because of the lava that entered the
ocean. Note that our measurement does not take into
account the small volume of lava erupted from the higher
elevation vents.

Instantaneous effusion rates and total volume determined
from ATSR, FLOWGO, and field data

ATSR-derived effusion rates [Eq. (1)] range between 8
and 31 m3 S-I on day 15 of the eruption (Table 6) and
decreased to -5 m3 S-I by day 73, at the reported end
(Fig. 8). An exponential decline can be fit to these data
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Fig. 8 Plot of effusion rates during the 1995 Fernandina eruption
from ATSR, FLOWGO, and field observations. The ATSR cold
(filled circles) and hot (open circles) models correspond respec
tively to minimum and maximum h~at Iosses. The FLOWGO
(triangles) range aIso corresponds to dlffenng assumptIons of heat
loss (Harris and Rowland 200 I). The vanatlOn In fIeld estimates
(crosses) is due to the estimated range in flow surface velOCities
reported in GVN (1995a)

(Table 6); however, the first 2 weeks are unconstrained
and a linear effusion rate decline fits the data almost as
well.

We used an effusion rate estimated in the field and
FLOWGO to make up for the lack of ATSR data during
the earliest stages of the eruption. J. Stimac (GVN 1995a)
estimated that the channel near the vent was 10 m wide
and 3 m deep and the lava surface velocity was 3-5 m S-I,

producing DRE volumetric flow rates between 68 and
90 m3 S-I, if corrected for 25% vesicles (Fig. 8). These
same channel dimensions can be input into FLOWGO
giving peak effusion rates of 60-215 m3 S-I. These values
fit the exponential, but not the linear extrapolation of the
ATSR-derived data (Fig. 8).

Assumption of an exponentially declining effusion rate
history allows us to integrate over the eruption duration
and get a total erupted volume regardless of the fact t~at

some lava was emplaced below sea level. IntegratIOn
beneath the upper (cool model) and lower (hot model)
curves in Fig. 8 yields total DRE erupted volumes of 100
and 27x106 m3, respectively (Table 6). This lower ATSR
total volume (the hot model) is not consistent with the
42xI06 m3 subaerial volume calculated from the DEM
difference, and the higher ATSR total volume indicates
that as much as 58% of the lava may have been emplaced
offshore. Dividing the ATSR total volume range by the
73-day eruption duration produces a mean effusion rate
between 4 and 16 m3 S-I.

Integrating calculated heat fluxes [Eq. (2)] over the
duration of the eruption yields Qc,.T of 2.8-4.4x10 16 J,
from which Eq. (2) produces total volumes of 9-15 and
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Table 7 Dependence of dike- Viscosity Dike width Em~an Em~an Em~anderived E mean on viscosity, fis- (Pa s) (m) (m S-I) (m S-I) (m S-I)
sure dimensions, and dPldz dPldz=27,000 Pa m-I dPldz=31,000 Pa m-I dPldz=36,000 Pa m-I

Fernandinaa

36b 0.65-1.07 242-1,509 877-5,479 1,671-10,441
100e 0.65-1.07 87-543 316-1,972 602-3,759
200d 0.65-1.07 43-272 158-986 301-1,879

1000e 0.65-1.07 9-54 32-197 60-376

Cerro Azulf

36b 0.65-1.07 7-31 58-257 121-541
100e 0.65-1.07 2-11 21-93 44-195
200d 0.65-1.07 1-6 10-46 22-97

1000e 0.65-1.07 0.2-1 2-9 4-19
36b 1.5 84 709 1491

100e 1.5 30 255 537
200d 1.5 15 128 268

I,oooe 1.5 3 26 54

a E mean range also due to fissure length (l) varying between 250 and 350 m
b Dragoni (1993)
e Moore (1987)
d Naumann and Geist (2000)
e Shaw et al. (1968)
f Fissure length =20 m

15-23x106 m3 for the hot and cold models, respectively.
Qrad, Qconv, and Qcond contribute 59-65, 23-29, and 6
18% of this total Q!l.T' These volumes are smaller than
those derived from the other methods and this is probably
because the assumption that this Q!l.T is due to complete
lava cooling over the time period covered by ATSR data
is incorrect. That complete cooling almost certainly
continued well beyond this time period is based on
measurements elsewhere. For example, Wooster et al.
(1997) showed that the 1991-1993 flow on Etna (which
was considerably thicker than the 1995 Fernandina flow)
had lost only 28% of its thermal energy by the eruption
end. Incomplete cooling means that the heat measured
and modeled in this technique would not in fact sum to
Q!l.T, but some number less than Q!l.T, and inspection of
Eq. (2) shows that this will result in a calculated volume
that is too small. Additionally, because some of the heat
loss occurred underwater and, thus, was not observed by
the sensor, the calculated volume will be lower than that
actually erupted.

Mean effusion rates calculated from dike dimensions
and pressure considerations [Eq. (3)]

Field reports (Table 1) described a 400-m-long scoria
cone. Allowing for deposition beyond the ends of the
surface rupture we use a fissure length of 300±50 m.
These are combined into Eq. (3) with a modeled dike
width of 0.86±0.21 m (Jonsson et al. 1999), dPldz values
of 27,000,31,000, and 36,000 Pa m,l, magma density of
2,600 kg m·3, and a range of published magma viscosities.
This produces Emean values that range from 9 to
10,400 m3

S·I (Table 7), most of which are larger than
the ATSR-derived values of 4-16 m3 S·l.

Cerro Azul results

Flow area, volume, and average effusion rate

The SPOT data yield a flow length and area of -16 km
and -16 km2, respectively, and these agree with the
results from SAR decorrelation (Figs. 3B and 5B). Based
on the DEM difference (Fig. 4B), the average thickness is
4.5 m with the maximum of -30 m occurring in the region
of the vent. From the vent region to 10 km downflow the
average thickness is 3 m whereas the last 6 km averages
8 m thick. Integrating over the DEM difference yields a
DRE volume of 54±24x106 m3. This is based on a 25%
vesicularity correction for the entire flow, but because the
thickest part (near the vent) is undoubtedly more vesicular
than this, our calculated volume is a maximum. Dividing
the DRE volume by the 36-day duration produces a mean
effusion rate of 17 m3 S·l.

Instantaneous effusion rate derived from FLOWGO

Application of the FLOWGO model gives a cooling
limited channel length of 14±2 km. This length and the
modeled downflow variation in channel width are in good
agreement with dimensions obtained from the SPOT
image (Fig. 9A). Note that adding the -4-km-long distal
portion of the flow beyond the channel would produce a
closer match to the -16-km total flow length.

The modeled at-vent channel velocity of 24±6 m S·l

gives an effusion rate early in the eruption of 460
750 m3 S·l. The modeled mean velocity over the first 3 km
of 11±2 m S·l is in excellent agreement with the 12 m S·l

estimated in the field (Fig. 9B; R. Teasdale, personal
communication). The velocity and rheological parameters
determined by FLOWGO produce a Gratz number (Gz) of
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1998 Cerro Azul flow widths
............ SPOT-derived flow width
•••••••• SPOT-derived channel width

-- FLOWGO channel width

A 233, consistent with the cooling-limited nature of the flow
as Gz <300 is characteristic of cooling-limited flows on
Etna and Kilauea (Pinkerton and Wilson 1994).

Equation (3) can be used to estimate effusion rates for the
Cerro Azul eruption as well. Because dike width was not
measured independently as it was for the Fernandina
eruption (Jonsson et al. 1999), we calculated Emean using
the Fernandina dike width (0.65-1.07 m) in addition to
the typical dike width measured in the walls of the Cerro
Azul caldera (1.5 m; Naumann and Geist 2000). Pressure
gradient (dPldz) of 36,000 Pa m- l, fissure length (20 m),
and magma density (2,700 kg m-3) are all from Naumann
and Geist (2000), and we also include calculations for dPI
dz values of 31,000 and 27,000 Pa mol. As for Fernandina,
the wide range of published magma viscosities produces
a considerable variation in the values of Emean «1
1,490 m3 S·l; Table 7).

Mean effusion rates calculated from dike dimensions
and pressure considerations
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Fig. 9 A Comparison of Cerro Azul channel and flow widths
derived from SPOT data (see Fig. 3B for measurement locations)
vs. FLOWGO-derived channel widths. Note that around 12,500 m
from the vent (arrows) the FLOWGO channel width increases
suddenly to a value approximately equivalent to the overall flow
width. It is at this point in the SPOT data that the well-defined
channel no longer exists and the entire flow was moving.
Essentially the flow has become the channel. B Flow velocities
determined by FLOWGO plotted against distance from the vent.
The hot and cold models in FLOWGO (Harris and Rowland 2001)
maximize and minimize heat losses, respectively. The hot model,
for example, requires a higher velocity (and effusion rate) in order
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estimate of 12 m S·l
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Using Lflow and L max of 16 km, t and tf of 35.5 days, a
mean slope of 3.20 obtained from the DEM, and d of
6.255 m in Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) gives Emean values of
12.8-42.6, 6.7, and 47.4 m3 s-l, respectively. These are in
reasonable agreement with the Emean of 17 m3 S-l derived
by dividing the DEM-difference volume by the eruption
duration.

Discussion

The eruption parameters derived from the numerous
techniques above are summarized in Tables 4 and 5. Our
preferred range for the subaerial volume of the 1995
Fernandina flow (42-100x106 m3) is two to four times the
23xl06 m3 average volume of all young flows erupted on
the lower slope apron as determined by Rowland (1996).
However, those pre-1995 flows included examples that
were partially buried and in no case was the pre-eruption
topography known. Rather than indicating that the 1995
flow is unusually voluminous it instead shows the
importance of determining volumes by a technique that
takes into account the thickness over the entire flow area
rather than just the margins (e.g., Murray 1990; Stevens et
al. 1999; Murray and Stevens 2000).

Data on the average areas and volumes of individual
Cerro Azul flows are not available; however, comparison
with Fig. 5 of Naumann and Geist (2000) indicates that
the 1998 Cerro Azul flow was not unusual with respect to
areal coverage.

The effusion rates we determined by the various
methods vary widely (Tables 4 and 5), with Epeak values
of 60-215 and 460-750 m3 s·l for the Fernandina and
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Table 8 Mean eruption rates for selected basaltic volcanoes

a Most values derived by dividing total flow volume by eruption
duration

Cerro Azul cases, respectively. Emean ranges are 4-10,440
and 0.2-1,490 m3 s-l. Note, however, that some of the
values of Emean calculated from dike dimensions and
pressure considerations [Eq. (3)], are greater than the peak
effusion rates determined by a variety of other methods.
Likewise they span a considerable range depending on the
input viscosity and pressure gradient. We consider them
to be the least useful in this regard and consider the range
of Emean to be 4-16 and 7-47 m3 S-l for Fernandina and
Cerro Azul, respectively. These are compared in Table 8
to Emean values of high-fountaining-associated 'a'ii-pro
ducing eruptions at Etna, Kilauea and Mauna Loa. The
two Galapagos eruptions have Emean values similar to
typical Etna values, but lower than those of typical
Kilauea and Mauna Loa eruptions.

The exponential decay in volumetric eruption rates
apparent during the 1995 Fernandina eruption and
inferred from our modeling of the 1998 Cerro Azul
eruption is consistent with the period of waning flow
defined for basaltic eruptions by Wadge (1981) and with
the type I eruption rate trend defined by Harris et al.
(2000). One of the values of determining peak, instanta
neous, and mean effusion rates is that it allows us to use
them in theoretical relationships between eruption rates
and magma chamber properties. We consider two models,
those of Wadge (1981) and McTigue (1987).

Following Wadge (1981), an exponential effusion rate
trend can be explained by the tapping of an enclosed,
pressurized system, and the decline (after an initial and
short waxing phase) is due to release of elastic strain
accumulated either by pressurization of the rocks sur
rounding the magma chamber, or by pressurization of the
magma (or both). Wadge (1981) considered two end
member cases. First, that all the volume added to the
magma chamber is accommodated by compression and
deformation of the country rocks around and above the

dVextra = [Vch (dP)/J1'] + [(Vch + dVextra ) (dP/,8)] (9)

The term involving [dVextra (dP)/,8)] on the right-hand
side can be neglected as a second-order term. The result
is:

(10)dVextra = VchdP[(I/J1') + (1/,8)]

Reasonable elastic constant values are J1=20 GPa, so
that J1'=26.7 GPa, and ,8=10 GPa (Fujii and Kushiro
1977). Note that the effective bulk modulus of the system,
K' is equal to [(1/J1')+(1/,8)r1=7.27 GPa.

Now let us assume that magma is erupted at the
surface. Some level of excess pressure is needed to
initiate the dike through which the magma passes, the
amount depending on the previous history of the chamber
and especially on whether any still-cooling stubs of earlier
active dikes protrude from it. This threshold explains why
an eruption does not start as soon as extra magma is
injected into the chamber from below. If the magma
chamber is located at a neutral buoyancy level, the
chamber magma will be negatively buoyant in the near
surface rocks by an amount !1p, and an excess pressure
equal to [g h !1p] will be needed simply to support a static

magma chamber. This treatment assumed that all the
surrounding rocks undergo the same amount of compres
sion whereas it is more likely that those closest to the
magma chamber will be compressed the most and those
farther away compressed less. The second end-member
case was that the added volume is accommodated only by
compression of the magma in the chamber. This means
that no surface deformation would be observed as magma
is accumulated in the chamber. This is counter to
observed summit deformation prior to eruptions, although
Blake (1981) suggested that in some cases this assump
tion of constant magma chamber volume may be valid.

The treatment of McTigue (1987) can be used to
develop formulae that consider accommodation of magma
by both magma pressurization and deformation of the
country rocks. Furthermore, it considers the decrease in
country rock compression away from the magma cham
ber. Let a spherical magma chamber have an initial
volume Vch at a pressure Pch . An influx of new magma
with a volume dVextra increases the pressure by an amount
dP. The country rocks are compressed by an amount that
decreases radially away from the chamber edge in such a
way that an additional volume dVcountry is created where

Vch (dP)
dVcountry= J1' (7)

The quantity J1' is (4/3) times the rigidity modulus, J1,
of the solid country rocks. The total liquid volume
(Vch+dVextra) is compressed by an amount dVmagma where

dVrnagrna = (Vch + dVextra) (dP/,8) (8)

and where ,8 is the bulk modulus of the liquid magma.
The extra space required to store the new magma is
produced by compression of both the country rock and all
the magma involved so that (dVcountry+dVmagma) must be
just equal to dVextra:

4-16
7-55

110
32-1044 (range for six flows)

100
47

212
95

208
20-300

140-400
28-33
94
16
6-9

35-55
13
8

92

Mean effusion rate* (m3 s-l)Volcano (eruption year)

Fernandina (1995)
Cerro Azul (1998)
Mauna Loa (1984)
-(1950)
-(1926)
-(1907)
-(1887)
-(1868)
-(1859)
Kilauea (1983-1986)
-(1969)
-(1955)
-(1840)
Etna (2001)
-(1983)
-(1981)
-(1971)
-(1865)
-(1669)
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Let a vertical dike feed the eruption and have
horizontal length l, a horizontal width w, and a vertical
height h. The flow speed of magma with viscosity Tfmagma

is u where

magma column from the top of the chamber at depth h to
the surface. It is only any excess pressure additional to
this which is available to overcome frictional resistance to
magma flow. Thus, the pressure required to feed magma
to the surface, Pe, is

(14)

Now, if (and only if) [g h ilp] is small enough to be
neglected relative to dP, this becomes

- dVextra/dt = (dP w3 1)/(12 Tfmagma h)

= (K dVextra w3 1)/(12 Tfmagma h Vch)

(22)

(19)

E = (Vextra/r) - [(g h ilp Vch)/(K r)]

and

Elnitial = (Vch[dPlnitial - g h ilp])/(K r) (23)

A reasonable value for [g h ilp] is 4.4 MPa (9.8 m
s-2x1,500 mx300 kg m-3). Then if we know rand Elnitial,

we can rearrange Eg. (23) to solve for Vch given a range of
dPlnitial. Table 9 presents results for both the Fernandina
and Cerro Azul eruptions. For Fernandina we used the
effusion rate curve (Fig. 8) to derive rand Elnitial (15 days
and 100 m3 S-I, respectively). For Cerro Azul, we used
r=3.6 days based on the FLOWGO-derived Elnitial of

E = (Vextra/r)

Ignoring the short-duration waxing phase of an erup
tion, when t~O, E takes on its initial (and peak) value
Elnitial=(Vextralnitiaz!r) so we have

E = Elnitial exp[-t/r] (20)

with, using Eq. (17)

E1nitial = (Vch dPlnitial)/(K r) (21)

The more general form of this in which we do not
neglect the term [g h ilp] follows in the same way as
above, with

Vextralnitial is the value of dVextra when the eruption
starts, corresponding to an initial excess pressure dPlnitial,

and r is the time it takes the extra volume to decrease by
e-1 (essentially by a third):

r = (12 Tf h Vch)/(K w3 1) (17)

To find E we differentiate Eq. (16):

E = [-dVextra/dt] = (Vextralnitial/r) exp[-t/r] (18)

But from Eq. (16), Vextralnitial exp[-tlr] is just V extra, so

(16)

(15)

(12)

(11 )

which integrates to

Vextra = Vextralnitial exp[-t/r]

so that the volume flux, E=(u l w), is given by:

E = (Pe w3 1) / (12Tfmagma h) (13)

What is happening here is that the excess volume
dVextra is being progressively erupted so that E is just
maintaining a value of [-dVextra/dt] (the minus sign
because a positive E corresponds to a decrease in dVextra )'

Hence

- dVextra/dt = (Pe w3 1)/(12 Tfmagma h)

= ([dP - g h ilp] w3 1)/(12 Tfmagma h)

Pe = [dP - g h ilp]

Table 9 Results of deriving
magma chamber parameters
from effusion rates and rate
declines

dPlnitial
(MPa)

Fernandina 1995
5 1,582

10 167
15 88
20 60
25 45
30 36
35 31
40 26
45 23

Cerro Azul 1998
5 2304

10 243
15 128
20 87
25 66
30 53
35 44
40 38
45 33

Radius of VerupteiVchamber VerupteiVextra
equivalent sphere (%) (%)
(kIn)

7.2 0.001 3.82
3.4 0.010 18.12
2.8 0.018 22.87
2.4 0.027 25.26
2.2 0.035 26.69
2.1 0.044 27.64
1.9 0.052 28.32
1.8 0.061 28.83
1.8 0.070 29.23

8.2 0.008 3.37
3.9 0.071 16.99
3.1 0.135 20.19
2.7 0.198 22.29
2.5 0.262 23.56
2.3 0.326 24.38
2.2 0.389 25.00
2.1 0.453 25.45
2.0 0.517 25.80
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607 m3 S-l and an approximate Emean of 50 m3 S·l

(Table 5).
There is an inverse correlation between dPlnitial and

Vch . In other words, for a given Elnitial, a low value of
dPlnitial requires a large magma chamber, whereas a high
value of dPlnitial requires only a small chamber. Note that
the smaller values of dPlnitial are probably unreasonable
because they produce magma chambers with radii two to
four times those of the present calderas (-3 and -2 km for
Fernandina and Cerro Azul, respectively; Munro and
Rowland 1996). Second, notice that for all cases the
volume of the erupted lava is less than 1% of the magma
chamber volume. Finally, we can compare the volumes of
the erupted lava flows to Vextra, the volume of magma
accumulated beyond the static magma chamber volume.
The two cases are similar, with 4-29% and 4-26% of
V extra having erupted onto the surface at Fernandina and
Cerro Azul, respectively, with most of the values
clustering in the 25-30% range.

At Cerro Azul, a relatively small percentage of
accumulated magma erupted is consistent with the
geochemical results of Teasdale (2002), who showed that
it was not until late in the 1998 Cerro Azul eruption that
new 1998 lava arrived at the surface. Prior to day 19 of
the eruption, the composition of the lava was essentially
that of the 1979 eruption and Teasdale's interpretation is
that it derived from magma being flushed out of flank
storage. Comparable compositional data for the Fernan
dina eruption are not available.

The eruptions were probably more complex than these
simple exponentially declining models would suggest.
Although field reports were sparse, there is some
evidence that both eruptions showed effusion rate
increases late in the eruptions. Teasdale (2002) noted
that activity waned during the 4th week of the eruption,
but then increased for another 2 weeks. It was this
increase that correlated with the above-mentioned miner
alogy and geochemistry changes. This may also have
been the case at Fernandina, but because the eruption
chronology is based on reports from three or four different
observers who were each seeing the eruption for the first
or second time when they made their reports, quantitative
comparisons of their observations with respect to the
vigor of activity are very difficult.

Conclusions

For remote, unobserved eruptions or for eruptive events
for which geophysical data are sparse, we have shown
how thermal infrared satellite data and numerical models
can be used to obtain plausible estimates of lava flow
volume and effusion rates. For the few instances where
field observations can be used as ground-truth, our
calculated effusion rate at Fernandina and channel
velocity at Cerro Azul (Figs. 8 and 9B, respectively)
compare favorably. Post-eruption optical satellite data
allow derivation of flow length and width whereas InSAR
data allow derivation of flow volume; all of these values

can be used as input parameters to model mean effusion
rates.

Radar data in tandem with SPOT and other satellite
images (e.g., ASTER, Landsat ETM+, IKONOS) can be
used to obtain an accurate flow volume. In the absence of
radar data, thermal data can be used to calculate flow
volume, but the assumptions and uncertainties in input
variables mean that the results are not well constrained.
Only satellite thermal data can be used to obtain
instantaneous effusion rates during an eruption and,
hence, build time-averaged eruption rate curves. This
points out the importance of archiving the raw radiance
values derived from satellites such as GOES because it
provides the highest temporal resolution of any space
based remote sensing system. These, in tum, can be used
to generate insights into the plumbing system that feeds
an eruptive event. The obvious best scenario is to have
both radar and thermal data sets.

The present-day (October 2002) situation is already
better than it was during the two Galapagos eruptions
considered here because GOES data are now routinely
archived and because other sensors such as MODIS are
collecting high temporal-resolution thermal data. The
InSAR-derived volume situation will improve as soon as
the global DEM derived by the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission is available, although the 30- or 90-m spatial
resolution of these data will lead to less precise volume
calculations. Additionally, new radar satellites such as
ENVISAT will improve our ability to produce post
eruption DEMs.
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